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Abstract—Reducing test cost by minimizing the overall test
time remains one of the main goals of System-on-Chip (SoC)
testing. Power-aware strategies optimize the overall test time of
a SoC for a global peak power budget. Test time and test power
can be regulated by VDD and test clock frequency to optimize
SoC test schedules for a given power budget. Dynamic voltage
and frequency scaling (DVFS) techniques have been used in the
past to optimize energy efficiency in SoCs. In this paper, we
extend the concept of DVFS to optimize the test scheduling of
SoC. We adopt a sessionless test scheduling strategy and provide
a simple heuristic approach for its optimization. The proposed
idea is implemented on several ITC02 benchmarks. Results show
significant test time reduction over sessionless reference test
schedules for which VDD and clock frequency are fixed at
nominal values.

I. INTRODUCTION

A system-on-chip (SoC) may contain an entire system
integrated onto a single chip. Such an SoC is often implemented
by embedding reusable blocks called cores. The cores can be
a variety of intellectual property blocks, such as digital logic,
processor, memory, and analog or mixed signal circuit. Due
to technology scaling, it is now possible to accommodate a
larger number of cores on an SoC device [1]. The resulting
increase in the complexity of SoC devices has led to high
volumes of test data and long test times. Minimizing test
time is, therefore, one of the major concerns in SoC testing
research. Some of the approaches taken towards achieving this
objective involve test architecture design and optimization, test
scheduling optimization etc.

Test scheduling can be defined as a process of scheduling the
tests associated with various cores of the SoC such that resource
and power requirements are satisfied. Test schedules can be
optimized for better resource and power management and a
quicker overall test time. Existing test scheduling strategies
can be broadly classified into:

• Session-based (non-partitioned) test scheduling, where no
new test is allowed to start until all tests of a previous
session are completed. A test session refers of a set of
tests initiated simultaneously and run concurrently.

• Sessionless (partitioned) test scheduling, where test session
boundaries are ignored and a test may be scheduled to
start as soon as possible. The sessionless or partitioned
test scheduling can be further divided into preemptive and
non preemptive scheduling. In the preemptive strategy

Fig. 1. Two test scheduling strategies.

tests can be interrupted or restarted at any time. The non
preemptive strategy does not allow such interruptions, i.e.,
a test once initiated must complete.

Figure 1 shows how a session-based strategy introduces
idle time gaps in the test schedule. Sessionless test scheduling
provides a better alternative in terms of test time reduction at the
cost of test hardware and scheduling complexities. It overcomes
the drawback of the session-based testing by scheduling new
tests as soon as a running test completes and hence reduces
the idle time gaps.

The power consumption of a circuit during test mode is
often higher than the functional mode. Simultaneously testing
multiple cores can reduce the test time significantly, but such
concurrent execution is limited by high power consumption
on the SoC. Therefore, power-aware test strategies are needed
for efficient test power management. Recently, reduced voltage
testing has been shown to significantly reduce test time, under
specified power constraints [28], [30]. By scaling the supply
voltage during testing, the test power can be lowered drastically,
thereby, allowing increase in the test clock rate without violating
the power limit. The concept of varying VDD and clock
frequency for SoCs has been proposed in the past. Termed
as dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) techniques,
they have been adopted to optimize energy efficiency, leakage
power management, etc., in multi-core SoCs [3], [29]. In this
paper, we propose heuristic approaches for sessionless power-
constrained test scheduling that make use of DVFS techniques
to minimize the overall test time of an SoC. We compare the
results of our method with a reference case where the clock
and the supply voltage are fixed for the entire test schedule
at pre-specified nominal values. The test schedules for the
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reference case are created by adopting the best-fit decreasing
(BFD) heuristic. The remainder of this article is organized as
follows: Section II outlines the related work in the area of
SoC testing. The heuristic methods are presented in Section III.
Section IV discusses the results and finally Section V concludes
the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

In the past, the test schedule optimization problem has
been tackled by Integer Linear Program (ILP) and mixed-
ILP (MILP) solvers [4], [16], [27]. However, ILP methods
are NP-hard and, in general, computationally expensive for
large SoCs. The CPU time required to obtain an optimal
solution increases exponentially as the number of cores and
the complexity of the SoC increases. Heuristic algorithms,
often employing greedy approaches, perform much better in
terms of CPU time as compared to exact methods such as
ILP. While a heuristic method does not guarantee an optimal
solution, a good algorithm can produce near-optimal values,
consistently. Some of the heuristics that have been proposed
for SoC test scheduling include tree-growing algorithm [24],
bin packing [13], [15] and simulated annealing [12], [36].

Power-constrained test scheduling, where a test power budget
is defined for the SoC, has been studied in the past [7],
[10], [14], [20], [26], [34]. Some of these papers discuss
test scheduling optimization through optimal allocation of test
access mechanism (TAM) resources of the SoC to core tests.
Several papers [15], [16], [18], [25], [34] have considered
test time reduction through optimizing TAM and wrapper
chains of the core. In our work, we make use of the test
clock frequency to reduce test time and it is assumed that the
design for testability (DFT) infrastructure is already in place
for the SOC and that the TAM assignment and the wrapper
design have been optimized.

Preemptive testing, where a test can be interrupted and
restarted, has been considered by several authors [14] and [19],
[20]. While preemption can help in reducing the test time, not
all tests can be preempted (e.g., memory BIST). Besides, this
technique introduces additional complexity in the scheduling
process and the test control circuitry.

The idea of dynamically scaling voltage and frequency has
been prevalent in the field of microprocessors and SoCs. In [29],
a locally placed configurable dynamic voltage and frequency
scaling (DVFS) controller enables a large number of on-chip
processors to switch VDD by selecting from two power grids
and also independently control their clock rates, in order to
improve the energy efficiency of the multi-processor SoC
(MPSoC).

DVFS techniques have also been employed in testing of
SoCs. While reducing the voltage for power reduction in scan
testing, the authors of a recent paper [8] suggest dynamic
control of voltage and frequency for reduction of test time. In
another paper [17] scheduling with multiple voltage islands
and testing of cores at multiple voltages has been considered.
Those authors schedule core tests at multiple voltage levels
and clock domains and reduce the clock frequency during low

Fig. 2. Test time as a function of VDD [31], [32]. The nominal and the
optimal VDD are denoted by Vnom and Vsync, respectively.

voltage testing to enable a time division multiplexing scheme
for concurrent testing of cores.

The focus of the present work is in the reduction of
test application time (TAT) for core tests. Also, the current
work considers power aware testing whereas in [17], the
power constraint during test scheduling is not considered.
Venkataramani et al. [30]–[33] discuss two aspects of testing,
namely, power constrained testing where the test clock speed
is limited by the circuit’s rated power and structure constrained
testing where the test clock speed is limited by the critical path
or other timing constraints of the circuit. The supply voltage is
used for the purpose of balancing these two constraints to allow
higher test clock rates in order to achieve test time reduction.
Since test power is two to four times higher than the functional
power, test clock is often power constrained, i.e., any increase
in the clock would cause the power to exceed the device’s
rated maximum. The power consumption can be reduced by
lowering the operating voltage. As a result, the clock rate can
be increased without exceeding the power constraint of the
core. However, reducing the voltage causes the delay of a
circuit to increase, hence, elongating the critical path of the
device. Thus, as we reduce VDD, on one hand, the lowered
power consumption allows higher clock rates thereby shrinking
the test time but, on the other hand, the increased circuit
delay requires slower clock rate and a longer test time. As
Figure 2 [31], [32] shows there exists an optimal point where
the two constraints are satisfied and at the same time test time
is significantly reduced. Experiments on ISCAS benchmark
circuits by those authors show test time reductions of up to
62% at optimal values of VDD [30].

In [28], the authors use voltage and frequency scaling to
minimize the SoC test time in a session-based test schedule.
In our work, we adopt a sessionless test scheduling strategy,
which is known to achieve lower test times. Also, in [28], an
ILP method is used to optimize the test time for a given power
constraint. The drawback of the ILP is that as the SoC size
grows, the solution becomes intractable. Hence, we develop a
heuristic approach towards optimization which can be easily
applied to large SoCs.
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BFD Heuristic
list1 = list of core tests to be scheduled {initially contains all core
tests}
list2 = list of core tests currently executed {initially empty}
tsch = 0 {overall test time of the test schedule}
list1.sort(key = power, reverse = True)
while list1 is not empty or list2 is not empty do

for each test i in list1 do
if P < Pmax then

insert test i into list2
delete test i from list1
P = ΣPi, ∀i ∈ list2

else
remove recently added test from list2

end if
end for
tsch = tsch + min(ti,∀i ∈ list2)
delete the test with smallest test length from list2
for all remaining tests in list2 do

update test length
end for

end while

Fig. 3. Best-fit decreasing (BFD) algorithm for sessionless test scheduling.
Test schedules obtained from this algorithm are used as reference cases in this
paper where voltage and frequency are fixed at their nominal values for the
entire schedule.

III. HEURISTIC METHODS

The new heuristic approaches given in this paper employ
DVFS for optimizing SoC test schedules. A simple heuristic al-
gorithms are proposed for both preemptive and non-preemptive
sessionless test scheduling. The frequency scaling is performed
in the main procedure of the algorithm whereas voltage scaling
is done by calling a function.

For comparison with DVFS schedules, we create an algo-
rithm to generate reference sessionless schedules with voltage
and frequency fixed at nominal values. The test scheduling
process is modeled as bin packing. An individual core test is
treated as a block with test power as height and test time as
width. A best-fit decreasing (BFD) heuristic then solves the
bin packing problem. The tests are sorted in decreasing order
of their power consumption and stacked together in such a
way that at any given time in the test schedule the total power
does not exceed a specified Pmax.

The algorithm for the reference case is provided in Figure 3.
The procedure first sorts the list of unscheduled core tests
in the decreasing order of their test power. Next, each test
from this list is ’scheduled’ by relocating it to a new list. This
new list contains tests that are currently running. This step
is repeated until the total test power is as close to the power
limit as possible. After the completion of a test, a new test is
added to the schedule from the sorted list. This whole process
is repeated until all core tests are scheduled. The end time of
the final test is the total test time of the test schedule.

Since scaling voltage and frequency alters the test time and
power of a core test, test scheduling with DVFS cannot be
modeled as a bin packing problem. Hence, a simple heuristic is
formulated, which inserts tests into the test schedule until the
test power reaches Pmax. The clock frequency and the voltage
are adjusted as the tests are being inserted into the schedule.

Heuristic 1
list1 = list of core tests to be scheduled {initially contains all core
tests}
list2 = list of core tests currently executed {initially empty}
tsch = 0 {overall test time of the test schedule}
while list1 is not empty do

list2 = empty list
while P ′ < Pmax do

insert random test i into list2
delete test i from list1
F = min(fi, ∀i ∈ list2)
P = ΣPi, ∀i ∈ list2
P ′ = P × F

end while
if P ′ > Pmax then

if P > Pmax then
remove recently added test from list2

else
F = Pmax

P
end if

end if
tsch = tsch + min(ti,∀i∈list2)

F
delete the test with smallest test length
for all remaining tests do

preempt the test and add it to list1 with updated test length
end for

end while

Fig. 4. Preemptive (Heuristic 1) algorithm for sessionless test scheduling.

In the first heuristic approach (Figure 4), we assume that a
test can be suspended (preempted) and then resumed at any
time. This allows us to partition a single test into multiple
tests, each with a smaller test length. We also assume that
these partitioned tests can execute independently. Each test
has an equal probability of being scheduled and tests are
chosen to be scheduled at random, as long as their test power
does not cause a violation of the power limit. The test clock
rate is scaled by a factor F , which reduces the test time
but increases the power consumption proportionately. Hence,
Pmax limits the scaling factor F . The scaling factor is also
restricted by the maximum frequency limit of individual cores
(fi), decided by the cores’ critical path or rated power limit.
Since cores tested concurrently share the same test clock, the
clock rate is decided by the slowest core among them. Hence

F = min{min(fi),
Pmax∑
(Pi)

}, where i belongs to the set of

core tests that are currently being executed.
If the session power exceeds Pmax, depending on what

caused it a power correction step is performed. If the cause
is addition of an extra test into the session, the extra test is
put back from list2 to list1, else if the excess is due to high
clock rate of the session, the clock rate is lowered accordingly.
On the completion of a test, the remaining tests in list2 are
preempted. A preemption implies that the tests are suspended
and the remainder of the tests are treated as new tests to be
scheduled later. These ’new tests’ are added to the list1. This
process is repeated until list1 becomes empty, indicating that
all cores of the SoC have been included in the test schedule.

Preemption increases the complexity of the scheduling
algorithm and in some cases it may be undesirable to preempt a
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Heuristic 2
list1 = list of core tests to be scheduled {initially contains all core
tests}
list2 = list of core tests currently executed {initially empty}
tsch = 0 {overall test time of the test schedule}
while list1 is not empty or list2 is not empty do

while P ′ < Pmax do
insert random test i into list2
delete test i from list1
F = min(fi, ∀i ∈ list2)
P = ΣPi, ∀i ∈ list2
P ′ = P × F

end while
if P ′ > Pmax then

if P > Pmax then
remove recently added test from list2

else
F = Pmax

P ′

end if
end if
tsch = tsch + min(ti,∀i∈list2)

F
delete the test with smallest test length from list2
for all remaining tests do

retain the test in list2
update test length

end for
end while

Fig. 5. Non-preemptive (Heuristic 2) algorithm for sessionless test scheduling.

test. Hence, we propose another heuristic that, on completion of
a test, randomly adds a new test to the schedule (Figure 5) while
continuing the tests already executing to run to completion. In
other words, the continuing tests are not preempted.

These heuristic procedures only perform frequency scaling.
For voltage scaling, we define a function V Scale() (Figure 6).
As the supply voltage is scaled, it not only affects the test
power but also the maximum frequency limits of each core test.
As mentioned earlier, the clock rate each core is limited by is
its rated maximum power (power constraint) and its critical
path (structural constraint). The dependence of these limits on
VDD is given in [28]. The voltage is decreased from its nominal
value, in small steps. For each step, a function call is made to
V Scale() before computing the test time (tsch). In the function,
V Scale(), the new power and structure constraints along with
the test power are calculated. The scaling factor F is updated
based on these changed values. The new test time, due to the
scaled voltage, is then calculated. If the voltage reduction led
to a reduction in test time, the process is repeated until VDD

reaches a pre-defined lower limit. Else, VDD is incremented
by one step and no more scaling takes place.

IV. RESULTS

The proposed heuristic algorithms was applied to several
ITC’02 benchmarks [2]. Vector by vector power consumption
at nominal voltage (assumed 1V) and clock frequency for
ITC’02 benchmark circuits was obtained from Millican and
Saluja [23]. Their data provided the peak power Pi and test
time for each core i at nominal operating conditions. The core
of an SoC with highest test power and longest test time was

VScale()
Calculate power constraint limit (fpi )
Calculate structure constraint limit (fsi )
Calculate new test power (P ′

i )
Update clock scaling factor,
F = min{min(fpi , fsi), Pmax/

∑
(P ′

i )}
return F

Fig. 6. Function to perform dynamic voltage scaling.

regarded as the slowest and the rest of the cores in the SoC
were normalized with respect to that core. To set limits on
the frequency of individual cores, higher peak clock rate was
assigned to a core based on how much lower its power Pi was.
The experiments were preformed on a Dell workstation with a
3.4GHz Intel Pentium processor and 2GB memory.

Test times obtained for the benchmarks are given in Table I.
Reference cases (column 4) are the fixed nominal voltage
and clock frequency schedules obtained from the algorithm of
Figure 3. These schedules are sessionless and have test time
that may already be shorter than those for the conventional
session-based test schedules.

The next two cases in Table I are DVFS schedules. For each
benchmark, the proposed heuristic algorithms were iterated
until the best solution obtained did not improve for ten
thousand consecutive runs. Percent reductions are with respect
to the reference cases of column 4. We notice that by scaling
the voltage and frequency dynamically the test time can be
shortened by 45-60%. We also observe that the preemptive
and non-preemptive strategies yield almost identical solutions.
However, the preemptive strategy introduces extra complexity
in the scheduling process by adding the preempted tests as new
tests to the list of unscheduled core tests after the completion of
each test. This phenomenon is reflected in the CPU times. With
more tests being added to the scheduling list due to preemption,
the number of while loops executed in the heuristic increases
as do the calls to the voltage scaling function. The combined
effect leads to a longer CPU time for the preemptive algorithm.

The heuristic algorithms were also applied to ASIC Z
SoC. ASIC Z was introduced by Zorian [35] and consists of
RAM, ROM and other blocks (Figure 7). It has been used as
benchmark in the past for implementing various test scheduling
ideas. Chou et al. [7] reported a test time of 331 units whereas
Larsson and Peng [21] obtained a test time of 300 units through
their optimization methods. In Table II, we compare our results
with recently published test times.

Harmanani et al. [12] adopt a sessionless test schedule
and use a simulated annealing algorithm for optimization
whereas [27] and [28] adopt a session-based test strategy and
use ILP for optimization. They use session-wise frequency
scaling at a nominal voltage [27] as well as at an optimally
selected voltage [28]. In either case, the voltage VDD remains
fixed for the entire test schedule. [28] also employs voltage
and frequency scaling to reduce SoC test time but their optimal
test time is an ILP solution for session-based test schedule.
The heuristic solution for the sessionless test schedule provides
an improvement of at least 5.24% over the ILP based optimal
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TABLE I
TEST TIMES (IN ARBITRARY UNITS) FOR SESSION-LESS TEST SCHEDULING WITH DVFS.

No. of Fixed voltage/frequecy Preemptive DVFS scheduling Non-preemptive DVFS scheduling
Benchmarks cores Pmax sessionless test time Test time % Reduction CPU time Test time % Reduction CPU time

a586710 7 800mW 14090716 7572316.31 46.26 1.99sec 7582339.33 46.19 2.7sec
h953 8 800mW 122636 60805.62 50.42 2.33sec 60805.62 50.42 1.67sec
d695 10 400mW 13301 5264.61 60.42 2.96sec 5210.1465 60.83 2.22sec
g1023 14 400mW 18084 8952.53 50.49 5.76sec 8898.817641 50.79 3.15sec

p34392 19 400mW 701684 340527.94 51.47 6.12sec 340508.9511 51.47 4.56sec
t512505 31 400mW 5344747 2953786.9 44.73 24.44sec 2940986.25 44.97 8.45sec
p93791 32 400mW 139008 74582.87 46.35 37.93sec 73681.67 46.99 13.94sec

Fig. 7. The components of ASIC Z, and their test time (in arbitrary units)
and test power (in mW) [35].

solution. As mentioned earlier, heuristic algorithms perform
much better in terms of CPU time as compared to exact methods
such as ILP. Hence, the proposed heuristic solution would be
applicable to a much larger range of SoCs than the ILP based
optimization method.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented heuristic methods for session-less SoC
test scheduling. These methods employ dynamic scaling of
supply voltage and test clock frequency to enhance the test
schedule optimization and further reduce the overall test time.
We have provided two heuristic approaches for the session-
less scheduling, one preemptive and the other non-preemptive.
In the preemptive algorithm, it is assumed that a test can be
suspended and resumed at will whereas in the non-preemptive
strategy, the tests run uninterrupted until completion. The
heuristics were implemented on several ITC’02 benchmarks.
Both methods achieve test time reductions of 45-60% in these
benchmark SoCs. However, the preemptive algorithm requires
more computation than the non-preemptive method since the
preempted tests are added as new tests to the list of unscheduled
tests.

The DVFS schemes are intended only for the reduction of test
time and should not interfere with the fault coverage of the test.

TABLE II
TEST TIMES (IN ARBITRARY UNITS) FOR ASIC Z SOC.

Source Test time % Difference**

Preemptive* 147.38 −
Non preemptive* 149.37 −1.35

[12] 262 −77.77

[27] 268.274 −82.03

[28] 155.1 −5.24

*this work
**Difference calculated with respect to lowest test time

It has been shown that while VDD does not affect stuck-open
defects, it may affect the behavior of resistive opens [9], [22].
This does not, however, invalidate the proposed method but
only restricts the available voltage range for the DVFS scheme.
Hence, the contribution of this paper is a method with enough
flexibility that user can select the range of voltages based on the
defect coverage requirement. Most of the previously reported
work is on “very low” voltage testing [5], [6], [9], [11], [22].

The heuristics presented in this work are simple in nature.
We randomly pick and examine solutions from the solution
space similar to a Monte-Carlo method. While the heuristics
guarantee a feasible solution at every iteration, finding the
optimal solution may require sampling many points from the
solution space. The solution space also grows with the number
of cores, thus requiring a larger number of simulations of the
algorithm to find a near-optimal solution. A more efficient way
would be to start at a random point in the solution space and
proceed by picking better solutions among the neighboring
points following a directed search. Ongoing research is focused
on developing such a directed search heuristics for SoC test
schedule optimization.
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